
Trans. *# 169, Transfer of the year 2002-03, *NE *GLOBEC *CTD fie^ld season data sets.

Subject: Trans. *^# 169, Transfer of the year 2002-03, *NE *GLOBEC *CTD ̂ Held season data sets.
Date: Wed, 28 Jan 2004 10:11:52 -0800

From: "Sidney *Stillwaugh" *<Sidney.Stillwaugh@noaa.gov>
To: francis.mitchell@noaa.gov

*CC: russ.beard@noaa.gov, sidney.stillwaugh@noaa.gov

Frank,

I've just placed on the *NODC anonymous ftp site, a total of 10
files, 9 are .zip files, when opened, contain a total of 9 - year
2002 to 2003 field period cruises, *NE *GLOBEC project. They are
the *CTD and associated variables data sets. I've also placed
a copy of the accompanying data report on the site for your
capture and use. (see info below)*.
This may be the last of the *NE *GLOBEC data for a while, or so
I'm informed by the *OSU data *mgmt*.
Anyway, go get *'em and send me an *NODC accession as one is assigned.
Data *transmittal is attached.

Here's what was sent;

A) ^Zipped Data Files

1) *w0202a.zip
2) *w0204a.zip
3) *w0207a.zip
4) *w0212a.zip
5) *w0302a.zip
6) *w0304a.zip
7) *w0309b.zip
8) *at7-21.zip
cruise)
9) *nh0307a.zip
cruise)

*(80 *kb) *, *opened *file *has *11
*(441 *kb) *, *opened *file *has *46

*, *opened *file *has *47
*opened *file *has *12
*opened *file *has *12

*, *opened *file *has *44
*(306 *kb) *, *opened *file *has *39

*(306 *kb) *, *opened *file *has

*(435 *kb)
*(99 *kb) *,*
*(86 *kb) *,*
*(345 *kb)

*stations
*stations
*stations
*stations
*stations
*stations
*stations

*39 *stations

*(Wecoma cruise)
*(Wecoma cruise)
*(Wecoma cruise)
*{Wecoma cruise)
*(Wecoma cruise)

*(Wecoma cruise)
*(Wecoma cruise)

(Atlantis

(302 *kb)*, opened file has 37 stations (New Horizon

*B) Cruise Report

1) *DR192.pdf (6319 *kb)

Regards*,

Sid

*^!|data trans *169.w^pd

Name: *data_trans_169.wpd
Type: WordPerfect 9 Document

*(application/x-unknown-content-type-WP9Doc)
Encoding: *base64

*[jSidney.Stillwau^gh.vcf

Name: *Sidney.Stillwaugh.vcf
Type: *VCard *(text/x-vcard)

Encoding: *7bit
Description: Card for Sidney *Stillwaugh

I of 1 2/6/2004 *1:10PM



Date: 26 Jan. 2004

To *: Frank Mitchell

From: Sid *Stillwaugh

*Subj: *Transmittal ̂ #169, Transfer of year 2002-03, *NE *GLOBEC Project, Long Term
Observation Program *(LTOP), *CTD and Nutrients data sets

Frank:

I have placed on the *NODC anonymous ftp site, a total of 9 .zip files, when opened, contain the
year 2002-03 field season *CTD data sets (9 cruises), with associated variables (see below). In
addition, I have placed one *.pdf file, when opened, is the accompanying cruise report These data
result from the *NE *GLOBEC project, *LTOP program. The data were received via the
*OSU/COAS ftp site web server. They are "coastal ocean" data sets.

Fi^les Sent;

A) *Zipped'Data Files

1) *w0202a.zip (80 *kb), opened file has 11 stations *(Wecoma cruise)
2) *w0204a.zip (441 *kb), opened file has 46 stations *(Wecoma cruise)
3) *w0207a.zip (435 *kb), opened file has 47 stations *(Wecoma cruise)
4) *w0212a.zip (99 *kb), opened file has 12 stations *(Wecoma cruise)
5) *w0302a.zip (86 *kb), opened file has 12 stations *(Wecoma cruise)
6) *w0304a.zip (345 *kb), opened file has 44 stations *(Wecoma cruise)
7) *w0309b.zip (306 *kb), opened file has 39 stations *(Wecoma cruise)
8) *at7-21.zip (306 *kb), opened file has 39 stations (Atlantis cruise)
9) *nh0307a.zip (302 *kb), opened file has 37 stations (New Horizon cruise)

*B) Cruise Report

1) *DR192.pdf (6319kb)

*NODC Catalog Info

*NODC Accession no. *:*
Date Received *:
Pi/Source *: *CTDs - Dr. *Adrianna *Huyer, Oregon State U^niv., *COAS, *Corvallis, OR

97331 (541)737-2108, Dr. Michael *Kosro, *OSU/COAS



Project *: Global Ocean Ecosystem Dynamics *(GLOBEC)
Data *Type(s) *: *CTD and associated variables
Sampling Method *: vertical casts at fi^xed locations
*Obs. Dates *: Feb. 19, 2002 to Sept. 26, 2003 (not inclusive)
*Obs. Location *: *NE Pacific Ocean, Calif, and Oregon coastal
Data Amount *: 9 files (cruises)
*Ship(s^)/Cruise(s) *: *Wecoma, Atlantis, New Horizon */ *W0202a, *W0204a, *W0207a,

*W0212a^, *W0302a, *W0304a, *W0309b, *AT7-21^, *NH0307a

Please acknowledge with an *NODC accession no. as one is assigned.


